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ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE TORELLI GROUP AND THE 
CASSON INVARIANT 
lx OI'R prc\ious paper [I-I]. we have invcstigatcd the relationship between the Casson 
invariant of oricntcd homology 3-spheres and the algebraic structure of certain subgroups 
of the mapping class group of oricntablc surfuccs. More precisely let & bc an oricntcd 
closed surf.icc of pcnus 61 2 :! and Ict . //# bc its mapping clxs group. WC dcnotc .9,, for the 
Torclli group of Z,. which is the subgroup of .N, consisting of all the clomcnts which act on 
the horllol~~~y of c, trivially. Also wc dcnotc .;Y; for the subgroup of .f, pcncratcd by all the 
Dchn twi\t\ 011 separating simple closed curves on I$. Now fin ;1 Ilccgxird cmbcdding 
/‘: L:y -+ S ‘. Then for each clcmcnt CUE .X;. the manifold Si which is obtained from S’ by 
lir\t cutting alongj‘(I$) and then rcglucing the resulting two picas by the map cp, is an 
oricntcd h~molopy 3-sphcrc. flcncc WC can dcfinc ;I mapping ;*:.X; -+ I by setting 
L*(tp) = ;.(.Si) where ;_(.Si) is the <‘itsson invariant d.Si. On the other hand, by making USC 
ol' 1 Ilc t hcory of characteristic cl;~sscs of surfxc bundles dcvclopcd in [ I I, 12. 131. WC dclincd 
;I h~,mc,nl~)rphisni rl: X,,, , + I whcrc .x;, , is the analopus of the group A”; rclativc to an 
cmhcdcld disc I)’ c F -,, (SIX $2 for the precise dclinition). It is the secondary invariant 
;1ssoci;ltcd with the fxt that the first characteristic class t’, of surface bundles vanishes on 
.x,, , Now the main thcorcm of [ I43 (see also [IS]) can bc summarircd that the two integer 
\;tlud in\aridnts i.* .111d d arc csscntidly equal each other. The prccisc formulation of this 
reult. which is rather complicatd, as well as its proof was given in the framework of a 
certain combination of Johnson’s theory on the structure of the Torelli group [7. 8, 9, IO] 
with our5 [op. cit.]. Now the purpose of the present paper is to continue that: lines of 
in\cstigations. As ;I result WC’ lid Curthcr close links bctwcrn the Casson invariant and the 
slructurc of (various subgroups of) the mapping class group. 
Now wr‘dcscribc the contents of this paper briefly. In $2 we gcncralize the main theorem 
of [l-l] mcntioncd ubovc as follows. Namely WC consider the gcncral situation whcrc thcrc is 
gitcn an cmbcdding /‘: Iti + ,$I of Er into an oricntcd homology 3-sphere AI which need not 
bc Ilccgaard. We dclinc ;I mapping 2, : 3, -+ H by 2.,((p) = i.(Xf,) - i.(hl)(cpe.f,) whcrc 
.$I, is the homology 3-sphcrc obtained by cutting Al along/(X.,) and then rcglucing the 
resulting t\ro picccs by the map cp. WC rcformulatc the main result of [I41 in this more 
gcncral situation. In $3 WC consider a certain quotient group of the Torclli group which 
cxxtly mcasurcs how the clcmcnts of the Torclli group act on the fourth nilpotcnt quotient 
of the fundamental group of C,. It turns out that this quotient group is a central cxtcnsion of 
a certain free al-&m group by another one which arise naturally in the work of Johnson 
and its cstcnsion [7,R. 141. WC dctcrmine the Euler class of this central cxtcnsion (Theorem 
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3.1). Using this result. in $4 we describe how the mapping L,: .f, - L differs from a 
homomorphism. We will give a complete answer in the case where 1‘ is a Heegaard 
embedding (Theorem 4.3). As a byproduct of this description. we show that the mod I 
reduction of i., is always a homomorphism, thus generalizing an earlier work by 
Birman-Craggs [2] (see Corollary 4.4 and Remark 4.7). In the final section ($.5), we 
determine the set of all homomorphisms 3;. 1 + Z which are invariant under taking 
conjugates in the whole mapping class group. It turns out that there are essentially two such 
homomorphisms (one of which is the homomorphism d mentioned above. see Theorem 5.4). 
We also settle the same problem for the group Xi (Theorem 5.7). These results will play an 
important role in our future paper [ 161 where we will interpret the invariant d : 3’;. , + H. 
which is the core of the Casson invariant in the context of our approach. as Hirzebruch’s 
signature defect (see [4]) of certain framed 3-manifolds. 
2. REFOR~lC’LATIOS OF TttE PREVtOLX RESl’LTS 
In this section we recall our formula proved in [t4] which expresses the Casson 
invariant of oriented homology 3-spheres in terms of the pasting maps of their Heegaard 
splittings. In doing so, instead ofjust summarizing the results of [ 141 we prefer to exhibit the 
formula somewhat dificrently in a more general setting. 
Suppose then that we are given an embedding/: E,, + IV where Z,, is an oriented closed 
surface of genus q 2 2 and izf is an oriented homology 3-sphere (although the most 
import;lnt example is the case where ,%I is the 3-sphcrc SJ andj‘is ;I tlccgaard cmbcdding, 
we do not assume these conditions). Since IV is a homology sphere, the embedded surface 
,/(I$) splits bI into two parts I’, and L’_, whcrc I’, is the one such that the induced 
orientation on the boundary ire’, =/(I:,) coincides with the given one on 1” viaj: We may 
call I’, (resp. I’. ) the positive (rcsp. negative) piccc of hf with respect to the embedding& 
We can write 121 = V, u, c’_ whcrc 1 : ?I’+ -. CC’_ is the “identity”. Now let 9, be the 
Torclli group of &. Namely it is the subgroup of the mapping class group .N, of E, 
consisting of all the elements which act on the homology of E:r trivially. Also let 2’; be the 
subgroup of 9, generated by all the Dchn twists on separating simple closed curves on I,,. 
For each clement cpc.P,, WC: consider the manifold izf, = t’+ u,,~ I’_ which is the one 
ohtnincd by first cutting IV along the embedded surface/’ and then regluing the two 
picccs C’, and c’_ along their boundaries by the map ~cp. It is easy to see that Jf, is an 
oriented homology 3-sphere so that we have the Casson invariant i.(hl,). 
Now define a mapping 
2, : .fl# * E 
by i.,(q) = j.(.U,) - E.(hl)(cp~.Y~). We also consider the restricted map i., : 3’; + H. (Recall 
here that any homology 3-sphere can be expressed as S: for some cp E 3’; with/: I9 -+ S3 a 
Hcegaard embedding, see [ 143). For each separating simple closed curve (:J on &, we denote 
D,,E.~,, for the right handed Dchn twist on CI). By definition the group .X4 is generated by 
such clcmcnts. Now almost the same proof as that of Proposition 3.5 of [14] yields 
PHOPOSITION 2.1. The nqpiny 2, : 3y‘, + H is N homotnorpllism. .Iiorrowr for each 
ytwrafor D,, E ,fg WY hue i.,(D,,) = - ;‘(/(a))), whtw j.‘(/(CtJ)) is fhe ~asson inrariant of 
the knof /(oJ) in hf. 
Motivated by the fact that Casson’s invariant of a knot in an oriented homology 
3-sphere can be expressed as a polynomial of degree two on the linking numbers among 
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various homology classes of its Seifert surface (see Proposition 3.2 of [Id]), we define a 
commutative algebra .3/ over I as follows. Let H = H, IL q; Z) be the first integral homology 
group of Es. Then .3/ is defined to be the one generated by the sy-mbol I(u. c) for any two 
elements u. CE H with the relations 
(i) I(r, u) = 414. I’) + u * 1 
(ii) I(n,u, + n2u2. L‘) = nIl(u,. 1.) + n21(u2. r)(n,, nzEZ) 
where u-c is the intersection number of u and L‘. In some sense .d is the universal model for 
the linking pairing on H. h-fore precisely. given an embedding/‘: X,, + .\I as before. we have 
the “evaluation map” 
defined by &,(I(LI, L.)) = Ik(~,(u)./,(r)‘) where ,f,(r) ’ is the homology class in M\p(E,) 
obtained by pushing the homology class~I(r) to the positive direction (so that f*(r)’ is 
supported in V- ). tGow for a technical reason we choose an embedded disc D’ c Xg and let 
SK,. 1 be the mapping class group of I;, relative to D’. We have a natural surjective 
homomorphism .N,, , -+ .Mq and its kernel can be canonically identified with n,(T,C,,) 
where T, XI;, is the unit tangent bundle of 1,. We consider the Torclli group .14@. , which is the 
subgroup of Ma., consisting of all the elcmcnts which act on If trivially and also let 2’;. , be 
the subgroup of .K,. , generated by all the Dchn twists on bounding simple closed curves on 
II, i, D’. For each bounding simple closed curve UJ on &,‘ n2, Ict D,,, dcnotc the Dchn twist 
on CJ and let u,, . . . , uh. l’, , . . . . I’,, bc a symplcctic basis of the homology of the subsurface 
of X:,\ D’ which OJ bounds (hcrcaftcr. following Johnson, WC call such clcmcnt a HS(‘<‘ map 
of genus h). Then WC can rcformulatc one of the main results of [ 141 as 
.x; ,sD,,++ - ‘$, [I(&, u,)l(r,, I,,) - lb,, r,)l(v,. lJ,)I 
- 2 c (I(lJ,, u,)/(r,. “,J -- I(u,, P,)/(U,, Pi)) 
II J’.h 
where .X,,* , --, .fg is thr nuturul surjection. 
Roughly speaking. for each gcncrator D,, E A’;. , the element ME .d can be con- 
sidered as the “universal model” for the Casson invariant of the bounding simple closed 
curve w on Z,\D’ (up to signs). Namely if there is given an cmbcddingf: Xg + M, then we 
can consider/(w) as a knot in XI and we have j.‘(j’(oJ)) = - c,(p(D,,,)). The following is an 
immediate corollary to the above theorem which we present here for later use. 
COROLLARY 2.3. (i) i.,(cpi(/cp- ‘) = i.,($)/or uny cp E .f, and I,$ EN,. 
(ii) j./([q. $1) = O/or any cpe.9, und t+b~.Xb. 
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Now if there were an algorithm to express any given element OEX~ as a product of 
Dehn twists on separating simple closed curves on X9. then we can explicitly calculate the 
element p((p)~.zI and hence the desired value i.,(q) by using Theorem 2.2. However 
unfortunately there is no such one and our next main result of [14] is that the homo- 
morphism p : A“,. 1 4 .a( can be decomposed as a sum of two more computable ones: 
y = Ad + fi, where d : _f#. , --, Z is a certain homomorphism and fi : .X,,. , - .% 0 Q is a 
modification of p. The point here is that the homomorphism b can be read off from 
Johnson’s homomorphism TV : Xi., 4 7 (which will be recalled below) and the homo- 
morphism d is the secondary invariant associated with the first characteristic class 
Y, EH’(.K,. ,; Z) of surface bundles introduced in [I.!]. This homomorphism d should be 
considered as the core of the Casson invariant from our point of view. 
Now, in order to define the homomorphism $ : 3’;. , + .d @ Q. we briefly rccali the 
definition of Johnson’s homomorphisms TV, which will be also needed in later sections 
(see E7.8. 141 for details). 
We denote I-, for z,(E,\Int fIz) and let {rkjtz, be the lower central series of r,: 
rk = [I-, _ ,. I-,] (k 2 2). The mapping class group . N,. , acts on the nilpotent quotient 
group Nk = rl/rL naturally and we define M(k) = {(PE ./lq. ,; cp acts on Nk trivially:. 
Let Ir = err, Yt be the free graded Lie algebra on 12 (over Z). Then as is well known 
there is a natural isomorphism I-,/ rk + , z Yi. Now Johnson’s homomorphism 
is dcfincd as T~(v)([~]) = [q+(y))’ - ‘1 (cp E ./f(k), 7~ r, ), whcrc [;I E II is Ihc homology CLISS 
of y and [tp+(y)y - ‘1 dcnotcs the image in Y, of the clcmcnt (p,(y)7 - ’ which is cont;lincd in 
rk by the assumption cpE.K(k). The intersection pairing on Ii dclincs ;L natur;Il isomor- 
phism If z II* so that WC can write TV : .//(k) -+ Ii’, @ Il. If WC choose a symplcctic basis 
.‘c,, . * . , X”, y,, . . . , ya of Ii, then explicitly we have 
where T~‘S in the right hand side arc the old ones. Now for k = 2, .//(2) is nothing but the 
Torclli group .f,, I and Yz is naturally isomorphic to A*11 so that WC can write 
=z : .Y#,. I + A211 @ If. Johnson proved that Im r2 is equal to A”II c h’fl Q Ii, where 
u A h A CE A’H(u, h. CE H) is identified with (tl A h) @ c + (h A C) @ 11 + (C A tl) @ 
h~A2H @ It. 
For k = 3, according to Johnson [9]. ./Y(3) is equal to .X’,. , and in [I41 WC have 
determined the image of the homomorphism rJ : X,., -. Y’, @ I/ as follows. There is a 
natural isomorphism Y, z A2tt @ HIA’H so that Y’, @ II 2 A’II @ II’/A’tl@ If. 
WC define a module T to be the submodule of A’ti Q A’tI c A’tI @I II’ generated by 
ali the elements of the forms (a A h)@((u A b) and ((1 A h)@(c A d) + (c A d)@ 
(a A /~)(a, 6. c, de H) (henceforth these elements will be denoted by ((I A h)@’ and 
a A h-c A d rcspectivcly). By the definition of T. WC have a natural homomorphism 
T-+ Y, @ H and it can be shown that the kernel T,, of this homomorphism is the 
submodule of T generated by all the elements of the form (I A h-c A d - u A c- 
h A d + u A d-h A c. Hence if we write T for T/T,. then 7 can bc considered as il sub- 
module of Y, @ H. In these terminologies WC have proved in [I41 that Im r3 is :I sub- 
group of f of index a power of two. 
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Now there is a uniquely defined homomorphism 0: T + .d such that for any symplectic 
subbasis ur. . . . . uk, r,. . . . L’~ of H. the equality 
B((U, A L’I -t . . + Uk A oh)“‘) = t :I(“,. u,)I(~,. L‘,) - I(“,, L’i)l(Ci. Ui)~ 
i=l 
+2 1 ll(I,,. U,)I(L.i, L;) - I(Ui. Cj)l(U,. ~,)) 
i<J5h 
holds. Let D, E Xg. , be a BSCC map of genus h where EJ is a bounding simple closed curve 
on X,‘:D’. Choose a symplectic basis u,, . . , uh. rl. . . . r,, of the homology of the 
subsurface which (11 bounds. If we define an element r~ T by 
f = -(U, A 1’, + . . . + llh A Vh)@D, 
then we have p(D,) = O(t). Hence the element t contains all the information of the 
“universal Casson invariant” y(D,). However Johnson’s homomorphism rJ : 3’;. , -+ z 
computes only the image of r in P: r3(D,,) = f~ T. Now the definition of the homomorphism 
p : 3’;. , + .d @ Q is defined as follows. There exists a certain homomorphism d: T - 9. 
which is a formal counterpart of the homomorphism cl, and for each generator D,,,E.%“,,. , as 
above. choose any elcmcnt I’E TQ Q such that the image off’ in Tis equal to r,(D,,,). Now 
set p(D,,) = O(r’) + fJ(f’)~.d @ Q. which turns out to be indcpcndcnt of the choice of I’. 
This is the definition of the homomorphism fi : .K,,, , -+ .d @ Q. Now we summarizc the 
above as 
3. A ~t:<YrIEN’r (;RotII’ OF ‘IlIE ‘I’0WEI.I.I <;woI;I’ 
In this section we dctrrmine the structure of a certain quotient group of the Torclli 
group .f,, , . Roughly spcakinp it is the group which contains exactly the informations 
carried by the homomorphisms T z and T,. More precisely recall that wc have a short exact 
sequence 
I-X’ 
9. 1 - .f H. 1 1’A’H- I 
and the homomorphism r,:.X';, , + i? Hence if wc define .7,, , to bc the quotient group 
.f#, ,/Kcrr3, then we have an extension I -, Im TV -+ .?,,, , 4 A3if -+ I. 
TtitWREM 3.1. The exftwsion 
I+ImT,-+.9,~,-+A-‘fi-+I 
is a ctwrrul exltmion ut~cl ils Eukr thss x E if ‘(A’II; Im T,) is yiwn by 
X(< A q) = - (U’d)h A (‘+-‘C A/- (U’t’)h A (.++/A d -(U./)/I A c++d A t’ 
- (h.d)C A U-t’ A/‘- (h-tz)C A (I++/ A d - (h’/)C A (Ied A eE[mr, C 7. 
- (C-d)U A /I-t1 A/‘- (C.&J A h-./A d - (t”/)tJ A h-d A L’ 
whtw 5 = U A h A C. rj = d A t’ A fE A'Ii(o. h,c. d. ~~,/E ff) und < A PJE fi,(l\‘fl; z). 
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Before proving the above theorem. we prepare several technical results. Recall that we 
~~ter,forn,(~:,\IntD’).(r,),,, for its lower central series and ./t(h) for the subgroup of 
the mapping class group _K,,. , consisting of all the elements u hich act on the nilpotent 
quotient r;, = r,irk trivially. 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) For my elrment cp~.//(k) and ;‘EI-[. we huw p(;‘);‘-‘or,+,_,. (ii) Fur 
any elements cp E .fg,. , , 1(1 E .K(k) and 7 E rl. w haw the equulir> 
[&q - ‘(;.)Y - ‘1 = [$(7)? - ‘1 
in 4p,+,_,. 
Proc$ To prove (i). we use the induction on 1. If I = 1, then the claim follows 
immediately from the definition of the group. 4/(k). Now we assume that the claim holds up 
to I - 1 and prove it for 1. Suppose that an element YE I-, is expressed as ;’ = [y,, y2] with 
y,~r,_, and Y~ET,. Then by the induction assumption. we have ~(7,) = ?,a and 
~(7~) = yzp for some aETk+,_2 and PET-~. Then we compute 
dY)Y - l = c~(~,).cp(72)1cY2’;111 
= ‘ilr;‘2Px-,~;,p-,~,y;‘;‘;’ 
= y, [z* rz/?]Yt[P. i’;‘1i’;‘i’; ‘. 
Now both of the clcmcnts [~;1~/1] and [/I, ;,;‘I arc contained in Tk+,_ ,. Hence 
cp(Y);t -,ETi+,-, as rcquircd. In goncral any clcmont 7 E T, can bc cxprcsscd as a product of 
clcmcnts of the form [y,, yr] given above and an easy inductive argument shows that the 
claim also holds for y. Next WI: prove (ii). If WC apply (i) to the clcmcn~s cp E .P,,, , , + E. N(k) 
and YE I-,, WC’ can write (p(y) = y’y, I(/(;‘) = ;‘:;’ for some 7, E f,. , , yre Tt +,_ I. It follows 
that rp-‘(y) = cp -1 (7, -I)?. Then wc compute 
cp$cp_‘(y)y-’ = (p$(‘p-‘(;‘;l);‘)Y-l 
= cp(lj/cp-‘(y;1)j’2y)y-1 
= cp~~P-‘(;);lb(;,zh,. 
Now again by (i), we can conclude that cpt+‘~cp-‘(y,~‘) E 7;’ (mod Tkt,) and ~(7~) E yz 
(mod T,,,). Hence (p$(p-*(y)y-* z y;1;‘2;‘l =-;,(mod rt+,). Since ;‘z = 1(/(y)y-‘, this 
finishes the proof. 
As a corollary to Lemma 3.2. (i). we have 
COROLLARY 3.3. For my two e1menf.s cp E. /t(k) und 1(1 E. //(I). rl~r con’rnuf~ror [q, $1 is 
conrhwd in .//(k + 1 - 1). 
ProoJ Clearly it is enough to prove the assertion for the case k 2 1. Henceforth we 
assume this condition. Now let 7~ I-, be any element. Then by the assumption we can write 
$(-J = y,y and q(y) = y2y for some y, E T, and j12~ Tk. Then we have $-l(y) = I(/-‘(j,;‘)y 
and cp-‘(i’) = cp-‘(y;‘)y. Now we compute 
Eco,ILl(Y) = cp*cp-‘(l(/-‘(-i;‘)~) 
= cpll(cp-‘~-‘(;‘;‘)cp-‘(;‘s’);.) 
= [~,~](~;‘)cplLcp-‘(j’;‘)(P(;.,)i’*7. 
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Hence 
Now by Lemma 32.(i), we have [v. $](y;‘):, if,+,_, because certainly we have 
[go. $1 E A(k). Similarly we have cpi~ - ‘ ~;~;1)~2~~t,r_,.cp(~l)~;1~~L+,_, andofcourse 
[-/+;‘* 7;‘ ]d-t+,. Hence r~.Ij/i(i’)i’-*d,+, as required. This completes the proof. 
Recall that for any element cp E .K(k) w-e have a homomorphism r,(p): H 4 9,. Now by 
virtue of Lemma 3.2. (i), for each element cp E .K(k) and a positive integer 1 we can define a 
similar homomorphism cp ( ; :y’, - ic’,,,_‘ by setting cp([y]i = [~(~)~-‘]~9~+,_,. 
where [~]EY’, is the image in Y’, of any element YE Ft. It is easy to check that this 
correspondence in fact defines a well defined homomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Lrr cp~.N(k) rmd li/ E.//(I) so tht~t WY ht~ [q, $1 E.K(~ + I- I) (SPY 
CtmlltJr_v 3.3). lj’k trncl 1 art* yrtatrrrr thtrn one. then we burr 
Prooj: Let YE I-, be any element. Then we can write $(‘J) = y,y, ~(7) = yry for some 
7, E I-, and yr~ ft. Now in the computation of [q. t++](y);, - ’ in the proof of Corollary 3.3, 
the term [q, 11/](y;’ );‘, is contained in fk+z,_z c rk+1 (by Corollary 3.3 and the assump- 
tion 12 2). flcncc wc have 
On the other hand by Lemma 32,(ii). we have 
[v+P - ‘(7; ‘PI21 = [ILki ')Y21 
= - 4 (~k(d@r’l)~ 
as elements of Y”, +, _ , . Also we have [my;‘] = ~(r,(l(l)[y])~Y~+,-,. Hence we can 
conclude that ?k +, _ ,([(p. $])([y]) = tp (r,(l(/)([y])i - I// (rk(tp)([y])i as required. This com- 
plctcs the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For ruch dmrenf tp E .K(k), rhz homomorphism cp { } : Y, + Y, +,- I is 
yiren explicirly us 
fp(<) = t [. . . [U‘,U~], . . . 1, Tk(‘P)(ui)Iv * . . Iv u,I 
i= 1 
rvhrre < = [. . . [u,,u,], . . .]. u,]EU,(U,EH). 
Pm/: We assume that k 2 2 because for k = 1 the assertion is empty. By the definition 
of the homomorphism cp ( ). it suflices to prove the following statement 
(*) For any clcmcnt 7 = [. . . [y,,yz]. . . . 1. yr]er,(yiEr,). wc have 
cp(;‘);‘_’ E ifi, c. . . CY,, ; 2]. . 1. Cp(i’,)i’,-‘1.. . . 1. Y,](modr,+,). 
We prove the above assertion by the induction on 1, If 1 = I, the the assertion is clear. 
WC assume that (*) holds up to 1 - I and prove it for 1. Write y = [a, y,] where 
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x = [ . . [;‘t,yr 1, . . . 1. yl_ ,] E rr _ , By the induction assumption we can write 
q(z) E 51 
= xl(mod FL+,_, 1 
where z’ = l-J:=; [. . . p,+i. ~21. . . 1. Cp(~i)~;‘]. . . .I,;.,-,I]E~~+,_~. Also we can write 
cp(:,) = 7,/j’ for some /3~ rh. Then we compute 
q)(y)7 - 1 = [dxl. WA)1 EY,. xl 
= xji;‘,pi-‘z-‘S-~r;‘;lI-L 
= z[i.~,]z-‘~x~,[~.~];;-‘r-‘~x~,x-’[x.~]x~;’x-’ 
= [?, y,] [z. p] (mod I-, +,) 
because [% /I] E rk +,. Now using the fact that j? z q(y,)y; ’ (mod rt + , ) it is easy to see that 
[I, fi] E [x. q(;‘,);)I_‘](mod rkel). Also it can be easily shown by induction that 
[?. y,] 5 n::: [. . . c;‘,. y2]. . . . 1. Cp(~i)~;‘], . . . I. yl- ,I. y,l (mod rk+,). Hence 
cp(y)y - ’ E if/, C. . . [;I. ;.zl, . . . I. Cp(>ri)Y;‘]. . . . 1. y,](mod rk+,) 
as required. This complctcs the proof. 
Now wc are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
f’rrwfof‘ 17reoren~ 3.1. In gcncral wc have r.,(t~+q ‘I) = cp,s,(ll/)(cp~./l,. ,, $~.f,,, ,). 
Hcncc if cp is contained in 9,. , . then r,,(cp$cp ‘) = r,(4). It follows immcdiatcly that the 
extension I -+ Im r, -, .I”,. , -B A’ff -+ I is ;I central cxtcnsion. Next wc dctcrminc the Euler 
class XE ff’(A-‘11; Im r.,) of this central cxtcnsion. To do this wc briefly recall the dclinition 
of the “Ilulcr class” of ;I general central cxtcnsion 0 + ,4 -+ G -+ Q -+ I (see [3) for d&Is). 
Choose ;1 set map s:Q -+ G such that s(l) = I and set c(/; y) = .s(f’).s(~/).s(/~/)-‘in. It is 
easy to KC that c is I 2-cocyclc of the group Q with values in A. If we change the maps. then 
the cocyclc c changes only by ;I coboundary so that the cohomology class [c] E ff’(Q; A) is 
well defined. This is the dclinition of the Euler class of central extensions. Now assume that 
Q is ;L free abelian group (as in our case). Thsn we have ff’(Q; A) 2 Ilom(ff,(Q; L), A) and 
ff,(Q; Z) z A’Q. For any elcmcntj‘~ !/EA’Q(/I ~EQ). we have 
because s(hj) = .s(tq/). With these preparations we compute the Euler class 
XE II’(A’ff; Im r,). Let <=UA~AL. and r/=d~e~f bc any two elements of 
A’fl(a, h. c. d. CJE ff). To evaluate the value of x on the cycle 
< A t/~A’(A’11) Z ff,(A’If; Z) we choose elcmcnts cp, $E.II~. , such that r2(cp) = 15 and 
r2(1//) = ~1. It is easy to dcducc from our identification of A”ff as a submodule of 
A’11 @ If 2 Hom(ff, A2fI)(sec 42) that the homomorphism r,(cp): If -+ Y, = A’ff is given 
by 
r?(v))(U) = (U’Ll)h A C + (1I’h)C A II + (U’(.)tl A h(tiEff). 
Similarly we have 
r2($)(11) = (II’d)C’ A/+ (U’C)j‘A d + (IC’/)d A C. 
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Hence if H’C apply Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 to CJI, $ ~9,. 1 = -K(z), we obtain 
r,l[V% $1, = cpfr~l+)tu); - $ Irz(cp)(u)) 
= (u.d);(j‘.u)[~ [h. cl] + (f.b)[e. Cc. ~11 + (f-c,Ce, Ca bll 
+ (r-u)[[h c]./] + (e-b)[[c. a].fl + (em~)[[a. b1.fI) 
+ (~~.e);(d.d[J: [b, c]] + (d-b)[f: Cc. ~11 + (d*c)C/. Cd, bll 
+ (J‘-ur[[b.c].d] + (f-b)[[c. al.4 + (/*c,[[u. b],dl) 
+ (lr.1‘,((e.u)[d,[b.c]] + (r~b)[d.[c,a]l +(e-dCd[a,bll 
+(d*u)[[b.c].c] + (d*b,[[c.a].el +(d*~NC~.bl.~l) 
- (~~~~~);(c~d)[h. [cf]] + (c-e)[b, C-d]] + (c-f,Cb. Cd. ell 
+ (h.d)[[r./]. c] + (h.r)C[/. 4. cl + (b./)CCd ~1. c I) 
- (Il’tJ);(tl’d)[c, [CJ’]] + (c1*e)[c.[Jd]] + (U~f)[C.[~.~ll 
+ (C~d)[[f~,/‘].U] + (C-e)[[Jdl,al + (c*/)CCdel.al) 
- (u~c)((h~tl)[o. [uJ]] + (h.e)[u, I-/; d-j] + (b*/)[u. Cd, ~11 
+ (tr-tl)[[~‘,j‘]. h] + (u-e,[[/; d]. bl + (us/)[Cd. ~1. b 1’1. 
Nt,w by the idcntilication of ‘I: ;IS 3 submodulc of Hom(ll, U,) (SCC $2). the element 
I = h A (‘+ + 1’ A ,/‘E i‘ cm hc writton m 
r(u) = (u.h)[c, [e,/]] - (u*(.)[b, [e./]] 
- (u*e)[[h, c]./‘] + (u./‘)[[h cl, e]. 
II is now ;I routine matter to cheek that the formula given in the thcorcm is the correct enc. 
This complctcs the proof. 
f Icrc is an cx;unplc which will clarify the clTcc1ivcness of Theorem 3.1. 
Lv-~uM~~c 3.6. WC consider ;I compact surface of genus two with one boundary compon- 
cnt ;IS illustr;rtcd in f;ig. I. where WC fix ii symplectic basis x,, x2, yl, y2 of the homo- 
logy group. Also Icl cp. Q E.f2, , nnd i E X2, , be the elements defined there. where the + 
(rap. - ) sign means that we take the right handed (rap. left handed) Dchn twist 
on the corresponding simple closed curve. 
WC can show by ;t direct computation that [q, $1 = C. Now we compute (cf. [7, 143) 
C,(c) = - (X, A .r’,)@’ + (X, A #= - (X, A J’, + X2 A y2)02 
= - S, A )‘I ++X, A )‘, - X, A y1 +-+X2 A J’,. 
On the other hand. by Thcorcm 3.1 WC have 
3s clcmcnls of i+. bccausc .Y, A _v, c-*x2 A )?z - I’, A X2+-‘)‘2 A X, + X2 A X, +-‘_V1 A _V2 iS 
contained in r,,. This cheeks Thcorcm 3.1 in this cast. Observe here that although the Euler 
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Fig. I 
class x has a meaning with values in T(not just in f). it does not give the correct answer. For 
the genus two case WC can modify x to obtain the correct one with values in 7” by adding a 
constant term, but here we omit it. 
4 . TIIC: AlAwIN<; i,: .f, -0 1 
Recall that in $2 WC have dcfincd a mapping 1, : .I, -. Z by E.,(cp) = E.(M,) 
- ,I(M)(c~E.P,) whcrc Al, is the homology 3-sphcrc obtained by cutting a given oricntcd 
homology 3-sphere M along an cmbcddcd oricntcd surfaccj‘(E,,) c M and then regluing the 
resulting two pieces I’+ and C’_ by the map cp. Although the restriction of I, to the 
subgroup .x; is a homomorphism, I., itself is not a homomorphism (except the case y = 2). 
The purpose of this section is IO dctcrminc complctcly the deviation of the mapping A, from 
the additivity in the cast whcrej’is a tlccgaard embedding (see Remark 4.7 for the general 
case). In order to formulate the result, we dcfinc a mapping (Sf:.Yy x 9, -, Z as follows. First 
as in $2 we fix an embcddcd disc D’ c 1” and consider the Torelli group .YUy., of Z, relative 
to D2. Then WC have the homomorphism r2 :.a,,, , -+ A2tl. Next we denote I-f, for the kernel 
of the homomorphism M = H, (E,; Z) + If, (If_ ; L) which is induced from the mapping 
X0 -/(X:,) c V_ and similarly we denote H, for the kernel of the homomorphism 
H -* H, ( V, ; Z). Then since M is assumed to be a homology sphere, it is easy to see that H is 
decomposed as a direct sum H, $ H, of isotropic subspaces H, and II, each of which has 
maximal rank y. It follows that we can choose a symplectic basis x,, . . . , xy, y,, . . . , yp of 
H such that .q~ H, and y,~If, for all i = I,. . . , y. With these preparations, we have 
~~((5) = C 11,,~y~ A yj A yk + oflwr terms 
i<,Ck 
s2(J) = C hijk.vi A xi A xk + olhrr rums 
i<jck 
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in terms ofthe basis o_f,13H : xi A x, A x,(i <j < k), xi A xi A y,(i <j), xi A yj A yk(j < k), 
and yi A yj A y,(i < j < k) which is induced from the symplectic basis x,, . . . , x,,, y, , . . . , y, 
of H chosen above. Then we set 
LEMMA 4.2. The above definition is well dejined. Namely the value 6J(p, $) does not 
depend on the curious choices made. 
Proof We have to prove that the value is independent of the 
(i) choices of the lifts G. 6~3~. , and 
(ii) choice of the symplectic basis x,, . . . . .xp, y,. . . . , ye. 
First we consider (i). Recall that Ker(.Y#. t + 9,) is naturally isomorphic to n,(T, E,) 
where T,Z, is the unit tangent bundle of En. Also according to Johnson [7], 
r,(Ker(.Y,. I + 3,)) c A’H can be identified as {(ue A u; UE H} where oO = xt A )‘, + . . . 
+ xg A yB is the “symplectic class” of H. It follows immediately that the value d,(cp, $) is 
independent of the choices of 3, and $. 
Next we consider (ii). Since we arc only considering those symplectic basis x,, . . . , xy, 
y1.. . . . y. such that x, E II, and yi E If, for all i, any two such bases are related by a matrix 
of the form 
A ( > 0 ,**_ , ESP(2% Z) 
for some A EGL(~; Z). As is well known GL(<q; Z) is generated by the following matrices 
Now it is easy to check the relevant invariance under the basis change corresponding to the 
matrix R. We check it for the matrix T,,. The new symplectic basis xi, . . , , xi, y;, . . . , yi 
which is obtained from the old one by applying the matrix T,;m is expressed as 
x; = x,(k # m), xi = x1 + x,,, and 
y; = yk(k # I), y; = Y, - Y,,,. 
Hence if we represent the given two elements ~~(4) and r2($) with respect to the new basis as 
?2($) = x aijlly: A y; A ,‘; + ofher ferms and ~~(6) = Xbij, i x’ A x; A x; + other terms, then 
’ *,jt = aijt unless one of the indices i. j, k is equal to m and the other two are ditferent from 1. 
Similarly h$ = bijt unless one of i, j, k is equal to I and the other two are different from m. 
Moreover we have 
aijt = +jt + %jt (j, k # I,4 
K,t = k,t - b,jt G, k # f.4. 
It follows that aijtb;,, + aLjt hb, = a,jtb,jt + umjtbmjt . Hence the sum Xaipbilt is invariant 
under (ii). This completes the proof. 
Now we are ready to state the main theorem of this section. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Lrt .1f hr un orientrd homoloy!: 3-s&~ anti Irtf: I.4 + AI hr u H~v+I,.w~ 
rmhtAfiny. .-Ilso irr 2, : .Yq -+ Z he the mupping tlt$nrd as i.,(q) = i(.W,) - E.(.if)(cpE.f,) 
w,hrrr AI, is Ihe homcdoyr sphtw ohtuinrd from .\I by cutriny ufony f(E,) und then pustimy 
buck b_v rht* mup C+Y E .f,. Then w burr 
Rrmurk 4.5. As is well known the mod 2 reduction of the Casson invariant is equal to 
the Rohlin invariant. Hence statement (ii) in the above corollary is due to Birman-Craggs 
[2] (see also Remark 4.7). 
Bcforc proving Theorem 4.3, we prepare a few preliminary results. 
Proof: Fix an cmhcddcd disc D’ c Eq and WC consider cvcrything at the 1cvc1 of the 
group 9,. , rather than .P,,. Now first of all WC claim that the following two assertions hold: 
(i) the value E.,([cp, $1) dcpcnds only on rJ(p) and TIE A”// for any lp. $ ~.4,,. , . 
(ii) if(IvI . . . (P.,.11/, . . . $,I) = X:-, Xi=, 1JLv,,$j]) for any ip,, ti,E.lf,,,. 
In view of the existcncc of the exact scqucncc I + .;Y‘,~ , -+ .1,. , --, A-‘11 --+ I. WC have 
only to prow that R,([cp. $3) = i.,([lpcp,, t,b1(/,]) for my cp,, IC/, E.x’,, ,. But WC have 
[ipq,, $1 = tp[ip,. 11/]i1,~-‘[lp, 11/l. Hcncc wc obtain i.,([cpcp,. $1) = i.,([cp. $ J) by Proposi- 
tion 2. I and Corollary 2.3. Similarly wc have E.,([(p(p,, $$,I) = i.,-([cpq,. I+$]) proving (i). 
To prove (ii), WC lirst assume that s = 2 and r = I. Then WC have [l~,lp~, $1 
= cp,Ecp,. $I(P,~‘CV,. $1 and hmx j.,(C(p,(p2. $1) = JJCV,. $1) + j.I(Ccpl, $1) by I’m- 
position 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 again. The general cast follows from this by an cay inductive 
argument. 
In view of the above two assertions (i) and (ii), for any two clcmcnts 5, q E A’fl WC may 
write i.,([<. PI]) instctid of i.,([q. I/I]) where cp, I(/E.~~. , arc any elcmcnts such that 
TV = < and r2($) = 11. Also the value i.,([<, q]) is “bilinear” with rcspcct to < and ‘1. Now 
we choose ;L symplcctic basis .rl, . . . , x,, y, , . . . , y,, of II such that xi is homologous to 0 in 
C’_ and yi is homologous to 0 in C’, for all i. For any clement u E II, let II + bc the cycle in I’_ 
which is obtained by pushing u to the positive direction. Then by a standard argument WC 
have 
Ik(.ri, yf ) = - 6,j and 
Ik(q, x; ) = Ik( )‘i, JI’ ) = 0. 
Now WC compute j.J[<. q]) whcrc 5 and q run through any mcmbcr of the basis 
of h’ff:si A xi A x,, (i <j < k). xi A xj A _v& (i <j), si A yj A ?;( j < k) and 
y, A y, A ~~(i <j < k) which is associated to the symplcctic basis of I1 chosen above. To 
detcrminc the value i.,([& q]) we first use Theorem 3.1 to compute r.+([S. q]) and then apply 
Theorem 2.2 and Thcorcm 2.4. Wc give the results in the following list (WC rcfcr to [ 141 for 
the explicit evaluations of the invariants (I,, = I:, ‘7 0. dand d). In the list we dcnotc r = r(<, rl) 
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for x(S A V)E T which is a lift of the element rJ([<, q])~ F to T(recal1 that ,y has a meaning 
with values in T) and also recall that i., = _ilid + 0, + $6(see $2). 
(I) The case where f = Xi A Xj A X,. ‘t = Xl A x, A I,. 
In this case r = r(5, q) = 0 and hence 8,(r) = d(r) = 0. Also we have d([<, q]) = 0. 
Therefore we can conclude that i.,([<, q]) = 0. 
(II) The case where 5 = xi A Xj A Xk. q = Xi A ?I,,, A Y., 
In this case we have 
r(5. q) = - 6i”Xj A Xk H 2(1 A X, - Sj,xk A Xi-X, A X, - Sk,.& A Xi-x, A X, 
and hence do(r) = J(r) = 0. Also we have d([<. q]) = 0. Therefore A,([& q]) = 0. 
(III) The case where t = xi A xi A xk. q = I, A Y,,, A Y.. 
In this case we have 
r(;, q) = - si,Xj A Xk - )‘. A X, - Si,.Xj A Xk - X, A Y,,, 
- Sj,,,“k A xi - Yn A x, - SjnXk A Xi - X, A Y,,, 
- Sk&, A X, -Y, A X, - Sk& A Xi - X, A Y,,, 
and hence O,(r) = d(r) = 0. Also we have d([i, q]) = 0 and we conclude a,([<, ~1) = 0. 
(IV) The case whcrc < = x, A x, A xk. q = y, A Ym A yn 
In this case we have 
r(f. q) = - dii.Y, A xk +-+ y,,, A yn - h,,,,x, A xk “Y. A Y, - &fix, A ,~~-YI A Ym 
- fb,,X, A Xi ++ Y,,, A Yn - b,,Xk A Xi ++ Y. A YI - J,n-Kk A -xi ++ YI A Yn 
- sk,x, A x,“Ym A Y, - hkmxi A Xj ++ Y, A Y1 - Sknxi A Xj * Y, A Y,. 
Hence we have O,(r) = - d(r) = - 3S,,S,,S,, (here we have used the assumptions that 
i < j < k and 1 < nt < II). Also we have d([<, II]) = 0. Therefore we obtain ;I,([<, q]) = 
- 26,,6,,lS,, . 
(V) The case where r = xi A xj A Yk, q = XI A x, A Y.. 
In this case we have 
r(:. q) = - &Xi A Yk +-+ X, A X, - S,,Yk A Xi +-+ I, A X, 
+ Sk,X, A X1 ++ ?I,,, A Y, + Sk,& A Xi’+ Y, A X, 
and hence we obtain N,(r) = J(r) = 0. Al. so we have d(r) = 0 and therefore A,([& q]) = 0. 
(VI) The case where < = Xi A XI A Yk. rl = XI A Ym A Y,. 
In this case WC have 
r(;. PJ) = - SlmXj A Yk .-+ )‘. A X, - S,,Xj A Jk - X, A )‘,,, 
- S,,Y, A Xi - Yn A X, - S,..Vk A X, - I, A Y,,, 
+ Sk,.ri A “j H _~‘, A l’n 
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and hence B,,(r) = &,~?~,6,,. Recalling the conditions i <j and m < n. we compute 
d(r) = 8(5,,S,,S,, - S,,6,,5,, - b,,S,,6, + 
Hence we can conclude that i,([<, q]) = 0. 
In the above list we omit four other cases like 
because of a symmetry in the above computations 
r = yi A )‘j A Y, and 7 = ~1 A F, A y. 
with respect to x and y. Now we can 
easily read of?’ from the above list that the only possible pairs of (f, q) with non-zero E., is 
(Xi A xi A XL, yi A yj A yk) and (_yi A yj A y,. xi A Xj A Xk) and in these cases the values 
are - 2 and 2 respectively. Therefore we can conclude that 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.5. 
LFMMA 4.6. Let V be a hanrllebocly of genus g andfix any difleomorphism dV 2 I#. Let 
. N,, , hr the rntrppi”q cltrss group qfx, relatke to an embedded disc D2 c Z, and let . t b. , be 
tlw sdxgroup of. /I+ , consisting of all ~hc elements which can he e.xtended to dijftvmorphisms 
oj‘ b’ (under the ahoy identification (7 C’ = I;,,). Let H, be the kernel of the homomorphism 
I1 = II,(E a: 2’) + II, ( C’; i2). which is irdtrctd from tiw inclusion E:s = d V + V, and choose any 
s ~mplcctic htr.si.s x , , . . . , x,. y , . . _ , y,, of H such that yi E Il,for all i = 1. . . . , g. Define the 
sub~group It; of A-‘11 to he the one generuled by the elrmenls of the forms x, A xi A y,., 
X, A yj A yt cd yi A y, A yk. Then K’e hrllX~ 
We omit the proof of the ahovc lemma because it follows from Lemma 2.5 of [ 141 by an 
easy argument. 
I’rooj’o$Theorem 4.3. By the assumption thatf: Z:, 4 izf is a Heegaard embedding, both 
of the pieces C’, and V_ are handlebodies of genus g. Now as before choose a symplcctic 
basis .Y,, . . . , x,. y,, . . . , yr of H such that x, is homologous to 0 in V_ and y, is 
homologous to 0 in V, for all i. Also fix an embedded disc D2 c IZ,, and choose any lifts 
& G’~“. I of the given elements cp, I(/ ~4~. Now write 
T2(4) = c aijkyi A Yj A yk + r, 
I-zj-zk 
T2($) = c b,,kx, A xj A xk + qv 
i-zjck 
with respect to the basis of A’H which is associated to the symplectic basis of H chosen 
above. If we apply Lemma 4.6 to the pair (V+.f (E:,)), then we can conclude that there exists 
two elements cp + , I(/ + c .Yg, , such that (i) cp+ extends to a di!Teomorphism of V, (here we 
identify f (I,,) with C’C’, ) and s,(cp + ) = - Xaa,jkyi A y, A yk (ii) I+$ +extends to a diffeomor- 
phism of I’+ and r,(ll/ + ) = - qv. The same argument applied to the pair (V_ ,f (E,)) implies 
the existence of elements cp _ , II/ _ E .Fg. , such that (iii) cp _ extends to a diffeomorphism of V_ 
and r,(cp_ ) = - <, (iv) J/ _ extends to a diffeomorphism of V_ and r2($-) = 
- Zhijkxi A xi A x1,. Now set cp, = cp_@, 11/, = $$J+. q2 = cp_&p, and $2 = I/I-$*+. 
Then since cp + and I// + (resp. cp _ and IJ _ ) extends to difTeomorphism of V, (resp. V_ ), we 
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have M,,,, = M,,. .$I,: = Al, and M,, = .Lf,. Hence 
Also observe that both of the elements cp: and 1(12 belong to 3y,. I because T,(cJ~) = 
rz(y?J = 0. Similarly we have izf,i,, = I~fti_-9,+,(pI and hence 
On the other hand we have 
and therefore 
~/(l(/-cpl$,cp+) = $(4Q2$11) + ~.,w-.cp;*l) + ~~(v;‘ll/~cp+) 
by Proposition 2.1. But we have E.,($_cp2$I’) = i.,(qr) and I,(cp;*+,cp+) = L,(I/I~) by 
Corollary 2.3, (i). If we combine the above equations, we see that 
j.,(&) = j.,(q) + j.,($) + j,,([$-, cp; ‘11, 
krc red that ~~(4 _ ) = - I: hijkxi A .r, A xt and rz(cp + ) = - C qjky, A y, A _pk. fIcnce 
ibI([l// _, cp; ’ 1 = i,([cp +, $_ 1) = X ~,,~h,~, = X,(cp, II/) by Proposition 4.5 and the dcfini- 
tion of S,. Therefore 
~,CP$) = i.,(cp) + A,($) + ~,(cP, $1 
as required. This complctcs the proof. 
Kc~mtrrk 4.7. In the general case where the embcddingj’: I&, -+ bf is nof Heegaard. the 
formula of Theorem 4.3 seems to be not true in gcncrul anymore. However we can still 
conclude that the mapping X,:9, -+ Z/2, which is the mod 2 reduction of i.,, is a homomor- 
phism. This follows from the fact that we can modify the cmbcddcd surface/’ to a 
tlecgaard one by adding I-handles from both sides. 
5. DETERMINATION OF II’ (if’,; H).“, 
Recall that we denote XU for the subgroup of the mapping class group .I/, generated by 
all the Dehn twists on separating simple closed curves on Xe. The purpose of this section is 
to determine fI’(.K#; Zky* which is the group consisting of all homomorphisms r:_f’, -t B 
such that r(l(/) = r(cp$cp- ‘) for all $ E;Y~ and cp~.K,. Namely we will determine all the 
integer valued additive invariants for elements of X,, which arc invariant under the natural 
action of _N,. We also determine the related group H'(&,. 1; Z)y~.' which is the set of all 
.fl,. I -invariant homomorphisms Xi. I + Z. We first consider the group X#., . Recall that 
we have a homomorphism d: X’,. , -, Z which is the “core” of the Casson invariant from the 
point of view of our approach (see $2 and [I41 for details). It has the property that for any 
BSCC map cp of genus h. we have d(cp) = 4h(h - 1). It follows that d is an element of 
Hi(Xu.,, Z).y,.~. Next we construct another element d’~ H '(Xi, ,; Z)w~. I by making use of 
Johnson’s homomorphism r,:3yg. I ---* T (see $2 and [ 141). 
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PROPOWIOH 5. I. The following two types of correspondences 
(i) $((a A b)B’) = - 3(a*b)* 
(ii) CT’@ A b-c A d) = - 4(,a*b)(c-d) - 2(u-c)(h-d) + Z(a*d)(b-c) 
define a well-defined Sp(2y: Ltincariant homomorphism C? : T -. E. Moreorer it is trivial on 
Ker( T -. f) so that it dejnes a homomorphism 6’ : 7 + Z (we use the same letter). 
DEFlNrTlON 5.2. We define a homomorphism d’:.K@. , 4 Z to be the composition 
It is easy to see thut d’ is .K,, I -inroriant so that it is contained in H’ (Xv. , ;Z)-lv*. 1. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. First of all it is easy to check that the two formulae (i) and (ii) 
are consistent with the relation a A b HU A b = 2(a A b)@‘. Next observe that type (ii) 
correspondence is linear with respect to any variables and also it is skew symmetric with 
respect to a, b and c. d respectively. Moreover the value remains to be unchanged if we 
interchange the two pairs (a. b) and (c. d). It follows that the correspondence is well-defined. 
That the resulting homomorphism 6’ is Sp(2q; Z)-invariant follows directly from the 
definition. Finally we check that 6’ is trivial on Ker(T+ T). Recall that Ker(T - T) is 
generated by the elements of the form 
uAb++chd- aAc+-+bAd+aAd-h~c. 
But a direct computation shows that the value of the homomorphism J’ on this clement is 0. 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let cp E Xi. , be a BSCC mup of genus h. Thw we hurv d’(q) = 
h(2h + I). 
Proofi Let w be the bounding simple closed curve on E,\D’ corresponding to the 
element cp. Choose a symplectic basis u,, . . . , uh, u, , . . . , u,, of the homology of the 
subsurface which w bounds. Then by Proposition 1.1 of [ 141, we have 
Tj(‘p) = - (U, A 0, + . . . + Uh A oh)@‘. 
On the other hand, a direct computation shows that 
z((u, A u, + . . . + u,, A uh)@‘) = - h(2h + 1). 
Hence d’(q) = h(2h + I), completing the proof. 
THEOREM 5.4. The group H ‘(Xv. , ; Z)w*. 1 is a free ahelian group of runk two and ocer the 
rationuls it is yenerured by d and d’. 
Prooj: It is easy to see that two BSCC maps of the same genus are conjugate each other 
in .K,. , . On the other hand, according to Johnson [S]. X,,. , is generated by all BSCC maps 
of genus one and two. Hence the rank of H’ (.f#. , : ZQr-~ is at most two. Since we have 
already constructed two elements d, d’ of this group which are clearly linearly independent, 
we are done. 
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R,~ttirk 5.5. We can restate the above theorem as follows. Namely a functionf(h) of h, 
H here /I stands for the genera of BSCC maps in Xi,, , extends to an _N,, ,-invariant 
homomorphism X,,, , - Z if and only it-f‘(h) = ph + yh’ for some p. q~h. 
R~~t~rk 5.6. Although the two homomorphisms d. d’ : 3’;. i + 2’ are seemingly similar 
to each other. the essential meaning of them are completely different. More precisely. for 
each element cp E 3’;. , let us consider the manifold I*, which is a Z,-bundle over the circle 
with its monodromy diffeomorphism equal to QT. By the assumption that VEX;. , . the 
homology group of If, is the same as that of SL x Zg. But higher order intersectional 
properties may be difkrent. In fact as is explained in Johnson [S], his homomorphisms TV 
can be interpreted as the invariants which measure higher order hlassey products of the 
manifolds like 11,. Since our invariant d’ is a quotient of TV, we can conclude that d’ can be 
read oR from a certain higher order Massey product of 11,. In particular it is locull~ 
c~~~~p~rt~hk in the sense that it is computable by means of integrations of forms. On the 
contrary we have recently found that the invariant (1 can be interpreted as the Hirzebruch’s 
signature defect (see [-I]) of the .3-manifold It> with respect to a certain canonical framing of 
its tangent bundle (see [ 161 for details). If we recall here that the signature defect is closely 
related with the q-invariant of Atiyah Patodi Singer [I] which is by no means locally 
computable. we may say that the invariant d should be an essentially global invariant. At 
least we can say that cl is a much more deep invariant than d’. 
Sow we can consider the case of closed surfaces. 
I’rru$ Since t hc natural homomorphism Ii ‘(.x”;: 2’)“. 4 II’ (.W’+ ,; Z!).“u. 1 is clearly 
injcctivc. in view of Theorem 5.4 it is enough to prove that there is one and only one relation 
between the two elements tl. d’ E Ii ’ (.X’;. I ; Z)“.. 1 on Kcr(.X”;, , - .Y,,). More precisely, since 
we have 
lYr(!g - h) = 4(y - I)*/1(2/r + 1) - (3/ + 1).4/1(/l - I) 
and since I/((P) = 4/1(/l - I) and d’(cp) = /1(2/r + I) for any BSCC map fpE.X;, , of genus 11, 
we have only to prove that the equality 
(ly + l)d(cp) = 4(</ - l)d’((P) 
holds for any cp E Ker(.X;. , + Xi) and that d is non trivial on Ker(.X’,. , -+ A’;). Now as was 
recalled in $3, Kcr(.f,, , --t .g4) is naturally isomorphic to n,( T, Eu) and also we have an 
exact sequence I -+ .Y,,. , -+ .f,. , -+ A’tf + 1. Hence Ker(.%,,. , -+ .Xi) is naturally iso- 
morphic to Ker(r2: n,(T, X,,) --+ A’H). On the other hand we have a central extension 
where the center 1 is generated by the clement [E .Xg. , , which is the Dehn twist on a simple 
closed curve on YXq‘., Int D’ which is parallel to the boundary (see [I I]). Since TV = 0. the 
homomorphism TV restricted to n,( T, Z,) is essentially equivalent to a homomorphism 
T~:x,(&,) -+ A311 (we USC the same letter) and T:(;') = [y] A (1~" for any y~n,(x,,), where 
[:I E II is the homology class of ;’ and ~~,EA’H is the symplectic class (see [7]). We 
can now conclude that Ker(.X;. , -+ 3”;) is generated by ; and the elements of the form 
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cx L-4 E ;v,. I with cx,fl~rrr(T,E~) c S,.,. Now we check that the required relation holds 
on these generators. 
Since d(c) = 4g(g - I) and d’(i) = g(2g + I) (see Proposition 5.3). the required rela- 
tion (2g + 1)d = 4(g - 1)d’ certainly holds on i. Next we consider the element of the form 
cp = cx. flEN# 1 
[rx]. [8] E H as ’ 
with z, BE rtl ( Tl Z,). Write the corresponding homology classes 
Czl = F taixi + bt!i) 
CBI = J$ (ci-xi + diyi) 
where x1. . . . , xp, y,, . . . , y, is a symplectic basis of H. If we apply Proposition 5.1, (iv) of 
[I43 to the element cp = [z, /3] we obtain 
d(cp) = S(g - ~)2C~l*CBl 
= 8(g - 1)2 c (aid, - bici). 
Next we compute d’(q). We have ~~(2) = l&xi + biyi) A CO,, and r2(j?) = Zi(cixi 
+ diyi) A w. where w. = x1 A y, + . . . + xs A y,. Therefore 
r,(V) = Z(rz(a) A r,(P)) 
where &, = X, A X, A y,. &, = X, A X, A y,, vii = yi A xi A yj, and ‘I~, = yt A X, A y,. By 
Theorem 3.1 we have 
X(ii, A &I) = - &,.Xj A yj++Xk A X, - s,,y, A Xi-XL A X, 
+ Sj,Xi A X,-X, A y, 
and hence d’(X({,, A &,)) = 0. Similarly we have 
X(ti, A ‘I~I) = - bitxj A _Yj+‘xI A J’t - Silxj A yj-yk A XI 
- Jjkyj A Xi-X, A y, - hj,yj A Xi++yk A X, 
+ 6j,.ri A Xi-y, A yk 
and therefore 
d’(x({ij A qk,)) = - 6ik( - 4 - 2hj,) - di,(Jdk, + 2fijkaj,) 
- 6jk(46,, + 26j,bi,) - 6j,( - 4hj&, - 26j,h,k) 
+ 6j,( - 26,,dj, + 2&6j,). 
A direct computation shows that 
C d’lx(lij A VkI)) = 6ik2(g - 1)(&I + 1). 
I. 1 
By an obvious anti-symmetry of the above computations with respect o x and y, we obtain 
C d’(x(rtij A tkl)) = - 6,,2(g - 1)(2g + 1) and 
I. 1 
d’Mtlr, A qkl)) = 0. 
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We can now conclude that 
d’(cp) = ‘(y - 1)(2y + l)Jgu,d, - b,c,). 
Hence (2y + I)d(cp) = 4(y - I)ci’(cp) as required. This completes the proof. 
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